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JOINT PRODUCTION AND LABOUR V ALUES 
E. ZALAI 
This paper investigates the problem of labour value determination in the presence of joint 
production. The purpose is to clarify the main problems involved, and critically review some recent 
proposals. ln the case ofjoint production the inputs can not be divided between products ina na turai 
way. As a result, none of the three alternative definitions given by Marx for labour values can 
generally be applied in this case. This means that the definition oflabour values has to be generalized. 
The author points out that any such generalization will contradict some original Marxian proposals; 
therefore, there is no Marxian solution to the problem. One could still attempt to find a 
generalization Marxian enough in its spirit. The author lists some criteria that such a generalization 
could be tested against. He points out that the solution suggested by Morishima fails to meet most of 
the above criteria. lt will be argued that a solution which relies on a price dependent division of inputs 
between products is closer to the general spirit of Marxian analysis. 
The renewed interesi in Marx's economics has contributed a lot to a better 
understanding of the content and scope of his economic concepts. Formai models 
have proved to be especially instrumental in this process, as examplified by the 
pioneering works of Bródy [l] and Morishima [2]. There remained, however, quite a 
few problems not satisfactorily solved. ln connection with the labour values 
heterogeneous labour and joint production have traditionally been sorted out as two 
major problems posing serious challenge to their general conceptual validity. ln a 
related paper, 1 have addressed the first issue (Zalai [3]), in this paper 1 will deal with the 
second. 
Joint production is a common phenomenon in our modern times, for in most 
production processes there are some inputs which can not be directly divided between 
the produced goods. The theoretical importance ofjoint production is also underlined 
by the fact that the proper treatment of durable capital goods itself leads to a model of 
joint production. This point was already emphasized by Marx but it was not until the 
works ofvon Neumann [4] and Srajfa [5] that this issue started to be seriously studied. lt 
can thus rightly be expected that a value or price theory can accomodate the case of 
joint production as well. 
Marx himself paid little attention to the problem of joint production. The 
alternative definitions of labour values given by him only apply directly to such a 
situation, in which the commodity and labour inputs necessary for the production of 
various commodities are separately given for every single commodity. Later analysis 
revealed that these definitions would not, in general, give meaningful results, if joint 
production is present. Thus, in short, there is no Marxian solution to the problem. 
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Dealing with the problem of value determination in the case of joint production 
Bródy [6] left the question basically open and only noted the possible arbitrariness in 
assigning values to joint products. Láng [7] took this issue further and proposed to 
consider labour values as a set rather than a single point. He defined this set by all the 
solutions one could get from an input-output model based on arbitrary divisions of 
joint inputs between products. Morishima [2] and later Morishima and Catephores [8] 
proposed to generalize the definition of labour values in a linear programming 
framework, partly in response to Steedman [9], who produced negative "Marxian" 
labour values as an evidence of their fallacy. 
ln this paper we will first review Marx's alternative definitions of labour values 
and point out the related problems caused by joint production. Then, the various 
proposals, especially those of Morishima, will be critically investigated. It will be 
argued that his suggested solutions do not meet some important Marxian criteria and 
are, therefore, not acceptable. Finally, a possible 'second best' solution will be 
discussed. 
Joint production: a test of Marx's tripie definition of values 
Three alternative definitions of labour values can be distilled from Marx's 
Capital: labour content, labour required for the final (net) output and total (direct and 
indirect) labour input. These three concepts, which also appear in input-output 
analysis, are known to produce the same result in the case of single production. ln the „ · 
case ofjoint production, however, they do not always provide operational concepts. It , 
will be also interesting to see how different these concepts in fact are. 
Let us define an output (Z) and input (Q) matrix containing m rows and n 
columns each, where the rows refer to commodities and the columns to production 
..... 
processes,respectively.Similarly,letarowvectorw = (w),j = 1,2„ .. ,mcontainthe "' 
homogeneous labour inputs and denote labour values by vector p = (p;), i = l, 
2, .. . ,n. 
The first, the labour content.definition of value given by Marx rests upon his 
assumption that if a commodity is produced under socially average conditions, then 
the labour entering into its production is conserved by the value of the product. 
Suppose that every process considered operates under socially average conditions-an 
assumption to which we will come back later. To find these labour conserving values 
then means to solve the following system of equations (labour inflow = labour 
outflow): 
pQ+w = pZ, (l) 
where, of course, we expect p to be positive (or at least nonnegative). 
The second definition is based on Marx's assumption that ina given period the 
value ofthe net product of a society is equal to the amount of (live) labour that created 
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it. Let us assume that the input and output coefficients remain unaffected by the change 
in the general intensity (levei) of production in every process. Based on this assumption 
the value of any commodity could be determined as the labour required to produce one 
unit offinal (net) output ofthe given commodity. Let us denote by vector t; the levei of 
the various processes, at which one unit net output of commodity i will be produced. 
Thus, the value of the z1h commodity is P; = wt;, where 
(2) 
and e; stands for the ;th unit vector. Again, the solution of (2) is expected to be 
nonnegative. 
One can immediately see that neither of the two equation systems ( 1) and (2) will 
always have a solution, and ifit does this may have negative elements, and the solution 
may not be unique. To guaranty in general the solvability of(l) one.should assume that 
the rank of the matrix (Z-Q) is equal to n (i.e. m ~n), whereas in the second case its 
rank should be equal to m (i.e. m ~ n ). Thus, except for the specific case when (Z- Q) is 
a quadratic, nonsingular matrix, one can not expect in general that the two solutions 
will coincide. Even in such a case, the solution may be meaningless from the economic 
point of view, because some of its elements may be negative. 
It is also clear that the third definition, which is based on the phase-by-phase 
calculation ofthe labour input, can not be used ifthere are joint products, since one can 
not tell how much labour was used for the production of the single commodities. 
Thus, none of the three definitions given by Marx proves to be universally and 
meaningfully applicable to the case ofjoint production. Based on this observation one 
can rightly conclude that there is no Marxian solution to the problem oflabour values 
in the case of joint production. ln what follows we will turn our attention to various 
interpretations of this conclusion. 
Steedmans example: negative labour values? 
.~ Steedman [9], challenging the basic Marxian thesis that the source ofprofit is the 
surplus value, produced a simple numerical example, which contained two processes 
and two commodities. The data in his example were as follows: 
(
30 
Z= 5 1~) ( 25 Q= 0 w = (5 1) 
To determine the labour values he mechanically applied the above discussed 
Marxian definitions (it could be interpreted as either of the first two, since in this case 
they coincide). As a result he got p 1 = - 1 and p2 = 2. On the hasis of these "labour 
values" he then showed that the surplus value was negative. 
Morishima [10] and Wolfstetter [11] pointed out that his claim that these 
numbers are the labour values is unfounded, because he applied Marx's definition to a 
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case different from what Marx considered. From our previous discussion it should also 
be clear, that for the joint production case one has to use a generalized notion oflabour 
values, in order to get an operational concept. Wolfstetter has also pointed out that the 
negative value in Steedman's example may be attributed to the fact that the first 
process is not efficient in the net sense, i.e. the second process yields larger net output 
using the same amount of labour. (Applying one unit of labour the net output óf the 
second process is 3 and 2, whereas that of the first is only l and l from the two 
commodities, respectively.) 
One can easily generalize Wolfstetter's point for the case of any invertible 
(Z- Q) matrix. Let us assume that the "labour value" of some commodity, say the ;•h, 
is negative, i.e.pi = w(Z-Q)- 1ei<O. Define x = (Z-Q)- 1ei and x 1 , x2 ~O such that 
x1 -x2 = x. Clearly, we havewx 1 < wx 2 and (Z-Q)x1 ~(Z-Q)x2 , which means that 
the compositc process ofx 1 is more efficient than that ofx2 • Conversely, let us assume 
that there is an inefficient collection ofprocesses in the technology, i.e. we may find x1 , 
x 2 ~0. such that (Z-Q)x 1 ~(Z-Q)x2 and wx 1 <wx2 . From this it follows that 
w(x 1 -x2 ) = w(Z-Q)- 1(Z-Q) (x 1 -x2 )<0. Because (Z-Q)(x 1 -x2)~0, 
w(Z- Q)- 1 must contain at least one negative element. 
There is an important consequence of the above phenomenon in the context of 
labour values. We have emphasized that the labour content definition is based on the 
assumption that the various processes opera te under socially average conditions. This 
assumption, however, cannot be maintained if a process (or a group of processes) is 
clearly less efficient than another one. ln such a situation, according to Marx, negative 
and positive extra-surpluses emerge in the various processes, thus one could not use " 
cquation (1 ). which does not contain such extra-surpluses. Steedman's example, ~ 
thercfore, violates the Marxian concept of labour values in this respect, too. 
Based on this observation one may even wonder whether or not Steedman's 
example can picture a market cconomy in equilibrium at all. The answer to this 
question is affirmative. Based on the Sraffian concept of producer's prices Steedman 
showed that his example can be regarded as an equilibrium state of an economy. 
Suppose, workers get 3 and 5 units out of the 8 and 7 units net output of the two 
commodities, respectively. Thenp 1 = l/3,p2 = l prices,p0 = l wagerateandr = 0.2 
profit rate satisfy the following cquilibrium price condition: 
pZ = (l+r)pQ+p0 w 
and wages are equal to the cost of consumption. Thus the question remains how one 
could define labour values in a morc meaningful way for such a case. 
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Morishima: optimal and true values 
Morishima followed the second definition oflabour values, that is, the one based 
on the labour requirement ofnet output. ln accordance with this definition the labour 
value of any bundle of commodities (b) is determined in two steps. First, such activity 
levels have to be determined which give rise to a net output vector b. As indicated 
earlier, this problem may not have meaningful (nonnegative) solution and/or it may 
have several solutions. Thus, in this form, it will not provide a universal method for the 
determination of labour values. 
Morishima, therefore, proposed to reformulate the above problem into an 
inequality system in the fashion common in modern mathematical economics, i.e. 
allowing for excess supply, as follows 
(Z-Q)t~b. (3) 
If the production system examined is productive, i.e. there exists a t* ~ 0 such that 
(Z- Q)t* > 0, then the above inequality system will always have nonnegative solutions. 
The only problem that remains to be solved, according to Morishima, is to select an 
appropriate solution, because the inequality system (3) will, as a rule, have many 
feasible solutions. He proposes to choose such a solution that minimizes the amount of 
labour. This minimal labour required to produce at least as much net output as in 
vector b is what Morishima calls the true labour value of the commodity bundle b. Let 
us denote it by p(b), which is thus defined as follows: 
p(b) =min {wt: (Z-Q)t~b, t~O} (4) 
ln his earlier work [2] he proposed to consider the dual solution ofproblem (4), that he 
called optimal labour values, as the generalization oflabour values. The optimal value 
of a commodity bundle is equal to its true value. However, the optimal values are not 
" always uniquely determined, urrlike the true values. This is why he switched to the 
latter concept. Morishima viewed thus his true labour values as the proper 
generalization ofthe Marxian labour values for the case ofjoint production. To justify 
his clai~ he referred to a passage in the "Poverty of philosophy", which reads as 
follows: "It is important to emphasize the point that what determines value is not the 
time taken to produce a thing but the minimum time it could possibly be produced, and 
this minimum is assertained by competition." (Marx [12], p. 66.) 
It should be emphasized that the context of the above quotation suggests that 
Marx was concerned with market values, that is, with the centre of prices rather than 
with values defined as socially average labour contents. This double interpretation of 
values, i.e. natural center of prices versus average labour content, is a source of 
confusion and debates among Marxist economists, since these two concepts seem to be 
qualitatively different. Nevertheless, in this paper we will stick to the second 
interpretation of values and show that Morishima's true values might fit in with the 
above concept of market values but not with that of average labour content which 
appears in most places of Capita/. 
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ln the next section we will define some criteria which we believe this latter concept 
of labour values should fulfill. To prepare the ground for the assessment of 
Morishima's true values it should be noted that they are not additive, that is, in general 
Also, ify is the observed ned output, the true value ofy is in general smaller than the 
labour actually used for its production. Thus, for example, even ifall the net output is 
consumed by the workers, Morishima's true values might indicate exploitation 
(surplus labour). On the other hand, it can occur that with the true values one is not 
able to identify surplus labour even if there is capitalist consumption. These features 
seem to contradict the Marxian analysis. 
Morishima's true values are based on a marginal rather than average concept of 
valuation. They can in fact be interpreted as marginal values only if the technology 
exhibits constant returns to scale. Such an assumption, however, is not needed in order :~ 
to determine labour values in the case of single production. It is easy to show that one 
does not even need to know the input coefficients. ln order to determine labour values 
one can solve an equation system based on the actual amount of inputs and outputs. 
Let us denote the output vector by q in this latter case. The labour values are simply 
defined by the following equation: 
p<q) = pQ+w 
where < · ) denoted a diagonal matrix. 
To see the essential difference between Marx's and Morishima's labour value 
concept clearly Iet us consider an economy with alternative, but single product 
technologies. The same commodity is thus produced with different input requirements. 
ln such a situation one can easily teli (ex post) what the socially average input 
requirement of various products was in a given period. Thus, the determination 
oflabour values can be reduced to the familiar input-output scheme. Once the values 
have been determined one can evaluate the different processes. The individual 
processes will, as a rule, exhibit positive and negative extra-surpluses. It is, in fact, these 
extra-surpluses that allow us to judge which processes are operated under better or 
worse conditions than the social average. 
We think that in the above situation the outlined approach should be followed in 
the spirit of Marx's related analysis. Following Morishima's definition of true labour 
values one would arrive at a completely different result. His true values should be 
determined by solving a linear programming model based on a von 
Neumann-Leontief technology, which is a problem familiar from the "nonsub-
stitution theorem" (see, for example, Gale (13]). ln that solution one would only find 
negative extra-surplus, i.e. only the most labour efficient processes would 'conserve' 
the labour input. This is in sharp contrast with the Marxian average concept outlined 
above. 
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Criteria for testing the generalizations 
There should be no doubt: both the optimal and true labour values ofMorishima 
generalize the Marxian values in the general sense. If joint production and 
technological alternatives are absent, both ofthem result in the same valuation system 
as the Marxian labour values. This is a necessary but not sufficient condition that a 
generalization should meet. The crux of the matter is that we are dealing here with a 
situation in which we want to find not only a more general labour value concept, but-
to paraphrase Morishima-a "true Marxian" labour value concept. 
Since Marx did not give a general definition and he is not alive any more, this 
problem will remain unsolvable or a matter ofsubjective judgement. Nevertheless, one 
might still try to set up a few fundamental criteria, based on the original Marxian 
concept and surrounding analysis, against which various generalizations could be 
tested. A partial list of criteria is provided below as an example. 
l. The vaiues are uniquely determined, once the socially necessary input 
and output data are known (unique existence). 
2. The values are nonnegative, but positive if labour is indispensible for the 
production of the given commodity ( positivity). 
3. The joint value of a bundle of commodities is the quantity-weighted sum of the 
unit values ( additivity). 
4. The total value of outputs is equal to the sum ofthe value of commodity inputs 
plus Iive labour input, if and only if a production process is operated under socially 
average conditions ( average property). 
5. If some processes do not opera te under socially average conditions, then both 
positive and negative extra-surpluses arise ( symmetry of average property). 
6. The value of the actual net output of the economy is equal to the amount of 
labour actually used ( net product identity). 
7. If there is (no) surplus product, the surplus value is positive (zero) (surp/us 
identity). * 
8. The values are independent of prices ( price independence). 
The readers of Marx's Capita/ will most probably agree on that the above 
principles are fundamental characteristics, almost axioms of the Marxian value 
concept. It is therefore not necessary to comment on them in more detail here. One 
could probably add a few more items to the Iist or question the reasonability of some 
criteria listed. But this is not the real issue here. Our aim was to collect those Marxian 
statements, the validity of which have been questioned in one or another way in the 
foregoing analysis. The only exception to this rule is the criterion of price 
independence, which will only later enter our discussion. 
• The surplus product is a vectoral magnitude. Ifthere are both negative and positive elements in it, 
one can not teli whether or not surplus is produced. This is probably why the concepts of surplus value and 
surplus labour were introduced by the classical economists. 
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Let us now briefly summarize Steedman's and Morishima's understanding of 
labour values in the light of the above criteria. Steedman, as we have seen it, extended 
mechanically Marx's original definition to the case ofjoint production. This approach 
would result in a concept that would violate several of the above criteria. Neither the 
existence, uniqueness nor the nonnegativity ofvalues is guaranteed by such a concept. 
It would not bear the average property either, as we have already shown (see the hasis 
of negative values). The surplus identity would not be fulfilled either. Steedman himself 
has shown with his example that there may be negative surplus value associated with 
positive surplus product. If the values can be determined at all, they will thus only 
satisfy the additivity, net product identity and the price independence criteria. 
Unfortunately, Morishima's concept does not score much better at all in the 
above test either, as we have already seen. Although the true values will always be 
uniquely determined and nonnegative, but only for a bundle of commodities (not 
additively). They do not fulfill, in general, the average requirements, the net product 
and surplus identities. Apart from these, Morishima's concept rests upon the 
assumption of constant input and output coefficients, and on the choice of techniques 
which is rather alien to the Marxian analysis, too. lt is much closer to a neoclassical 
price theory and to the notion of opportunity cost. lt can certainly not explain the 
source ofthe social net product (the actual labour input-according to Marx), which is 
distributed among the classes of capitalist society through rents, profits and wages. 
What other solution is left? 
On the above ground we may thus conclude that the challenge posed by joint 
production to the Marxian labour value concept, articulated forcefully by Steedman, 
was not successfully met by Morishima's otherwise interesting generalized notion. It 
seems to be almost certain, too, that any revision or extension of Marx's original 
definition will lead to conclusions, which will not be in full conformity with those of 
Marx. The question is therefore how one could find such a solution that is reasonably 
close to the spirit of the Marxian analysis and way of reasoning. 
This is admittedly a matter of taste as well, because it rests upon subjective 
judgement. At present 1 can not think of any better solution than to resort to Marx's 
original definition. We have emphasized at the beginning that Marx's original 
defini tions can only be used if the commodity and labour inputs are divided among the 
produced commodities. This division takes place in real life through the cost and price 
calculations according to socially agreed principles. One could, therefore, rely on this 
social mechanism in defining labour values, in a similar vein as Marx included the 
social, historical elements into the determination of the necessary consumption of 
labour.* 
• This solution was first proposed by the author in an unpublished dissertation in 1980 (Zalai [14D. 
F/aschel [15] has independently also argued ín favour of such a solution as against Morishima's true values. 
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Such a solution could be objected to on the hasis that it brings in the prices into 
the definition of values, i.e. values are no more price-independent. But how could one 
deny at all that prices indirectly influence the size ofvalues? The decisions about what 
to produce, what technologies to use and so on depend to a large extent on prevailing 
and expected prices, and these decisions form the necessary costs of prod uction, which 
in turn determine values. The logical priority of values to prices in Marx's economics 
should not be interpreted as some kind of a causal precedence. Prices and values 
represent two interrelated (dual, as Morishima calls them) valuation system in Marx's 
economic theory. We do not think, therefore, that one would depart too far from Marx 
making this relationship explicit in defining labour values for joint products. 
To illustrate this solution let us come back to Steedman's example again. 
Suppose we accept the Sraffian equilibrium prices (p, = 1/3, p 2 = 1) as the hasis of 
cost division between products. Aggregating the total inputs according to the 
produced commodities we arrive at the following input data: 
Q* = __!_ [650 325 J 
39 30 360 
l 
w* = 
39 
[133 101] 
The total production is 33 and 17 units of the two commodities, respectively. From 
these data one can already determine the labour values. The result is p 1 ~ 0.24 and 
p2 ~ 0.59. 
It is also interesting to note that by evaluating the original processes at these 
values we will find that extra-surplusses emerge (defined as pZ- pQ- w). ln the case of 
the first process this is negative ( ~ - 0.884, which is about 9 percent of the total 
surplus), whereas it is of the same order of magnitude, but. of course, positive in the 
case ofthe second one. This is clearly what we expected, since we have seen that the first 
process is less efficient than the second. 
We may conclude from the above analysis that the proposal based on a properly 
justifiable division of inputs among joint products is probably a less elegant and 
appealing concept than Morishima's true values, but it may save more of Marx's 
original concepts. 
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conP„mKEHHblE IlPO)J,YKTbl 11 TPY)J,OBA.H 
CTOHMOCTb 
3. 3AJIAH 
B noCJiet1Hee BpeMll BO BCeM MHpe OlKHBHJICll HHTepec IC MapICCOBOMy nOHllTHIO CTOHMOCTH H 
BeJIH'IHHe CTOHMOCTH. B t1aHHOií CTaTbe paccMaTpHBaeTCll npo6JieMaTHICa conp11llCeHHblX COBMecTHO-
npoH3BO;J.HMblX nponyICTOB H BeJIH'IHHbl CTOHMOCTH, B nepByJO O'lepenb e UCJib!O YTO'IHCHHll nOHllTHHHOH 
CTOpűHbl npo6JieMbl H ICpHTH'lecICOH OUCHICH pa3JIH'IHblX TO'leIC 3peHHll. B TO lKC BpeMll nenaeTCll nonblTICa 
pacnpocTpaHHTb onpet1CJICHHC CTOHMOCTH B COOTBeTCTBHH e MapICCOBblMH noJiolKeHHllMH H aHaJIH30M Ha 
conplllKeHHble nponyICTbl. 
B cny'lae COBMecTHO IipOH3BO;J.HMblX H3nenaií OCHOBHall TPYtlHOCTb COCTOHT B TOM, 'ITO Mbl He 
MOlKeM «ecTeCTBeHHblM» o6pa30M pacnpeneJIHTb 3aTpaTbl no TOK HJIH HHOií nellTeJibHOCTH MClK;J.Y 
npoH3BO;J.HMblMH npot1yICTaMH. fioJTOMY HCJlb311 Henocpet1CTBeHHO npHMCHHTb TpH aJibTepHaTHBHblX 
onpeneneHHll BeJIH'IHHbl CTOHMOCTH MapJCca, BepHee, HX npHMeHeHae npHBeJIO 6bl IC 6eccMblCJieHHblM ~ 
peWCHHllM. HanpHMep, CTH;l.M3H Ha 3TOM OCHOBaHHH nenaeT BblBOtl 06 orpaHH'leHHOCTH noHllTHll 
CTOHMOCTH MapICca H CTaBHT non COMHeHHe ee TeopeTH'lecICoe 3Ha'leHHe. A MopHWHMa H i1pyrne 
npaBHJlbHO, no MHCHHIO aBTOpa, BH;l.llT B 3TOM TOJlbICO nOt1TBCplKneHHe Heo6XO;J.HMOCTH 0606111eHHll 
onpeneneHHll CTOHMOCTH. B TO lKC BpeMll aBTOp yICa3b!BaeT H Ha TO, 'ITO HeT TaICoií B03MOlKHOCTH 
0606111eHHll, ICOTOpa11 6bl He npOTHBOpe'IHJia TOMY HJIH HHOMy cymecTBeHHOMy noJIOlKeHHIO MapKca, TO 
ecTb y MapICCa HeT peweHHll BOnpoca, Mbl MOlKeM roBOpHTb B JIY'IWeM CJiy'lae JIHWb 0 pacnpocTpaHeHHH 
noHllTHll B nyxe MapICca. 
3aTeM aBTop cyMMHpyeT ICpHTCpHH, Hrpaio111He oco6o BalKHYIO pOJib B aHaJIH3e CTOHMOCTH 
MapICca, H ICOTOpble MOíYT CJIYlKHTb Mepoií pacnpOCTpaHeHHll nOHllTHll (onH03Ha'IHOCTb, noJIOlKHTCJlbHOC 
3Ha'ICHHe, an;J.HTHBHOCTb, npHHUHn cpenHeií, CHMMCTpH'IHOCTb npHHQHna cpenHeií, O;J.H03Ha'IHOCTb BHOBb 
C03t1aHHOií CTOHMOCTH, B3aHMOnpei1nonaraeMOCTb npa6aBO'IHOií CTOHMOCTH H npa6aBO'IHOro npot1yICTa, 
He3aBHCHMOCTb CTOHMOCTeií OT UCH). ABTOp noICa3b!BaeT, 'ITO npHHllTOe no'ITH BC!OtlY B MelK;J.yHaponHoií 
JIHTepaType 0606111eHHe MopHWHMbl HapywaeT nonasn11io111yio 'laCTb BblweyICa3aHHblX KPHTepaeB. B 
npoTHBOnOJIOlKHOCTb 3TOMY aBTop C'IHTaeT 6onee npHeMJieMblM peweHHe, npH ICOTOpOM CHa'lana 
3aTpaTbl pacnpe;i.eJilllOTCll MelKtlY nponyICTaMH B COOTBeTCTBHH e TpanHUHOHHOií npaICTHICOií H TCM caMblM 
onpet1eneHHe CTOHMOCTH CBOtlllT IC npHBbl'IHOií ct>opMe. TaICoe peweHHC He YtlOBJieTBOpllJIO 6bl. JIHWb 
nOCJienHeMy ICpHTCpH!O, ICOTOpb!H, B006111e, HecOCTOllTeJieH. 
Acta Oeconomica 35, 1985 
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